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Hey BCA and BCA LitMag! 
I am proud and excited to introduce our final LitMag edition of 
the 2021-2022 school year: Outside! Over the years, LitMag has 
released 3-4 seasonally-themed magazine editions every school 
year. This year, with the help of all of our wonderful LitMag staff, 
we were able to release 3 beautiful editions, taking some creative 
twists on our typical seasonal themes, including our Winter 
Edition titled “Blue Hour” and now our Spring Edition titled 
“Outside.” 

As one of our largest editions yet, Outside includes a variety 
of amazing works of art and literature by our very own BCA 
students and faculty. In fact, in this edition, we were even able 
to feature the winners of BCA’s Creative Writing Club’s Writing 
Contest!  

Although it has been quite a hectic year, with the transition from 
hybrid learning last year to full-time in-person schooling this 
year, I am so honored to have worked as LitMag’s Editor-in-Chief 
this year and watch LitMag grow tremendously. I am so excited 
to continue to work in this position next year and see what the 
future holds for our amazing club. 

I wanted to end this letter by saying a few thank you’s: I would 
like to thank the LitMag staff for always being so diligent and 
contributing such efforts every week. I would like to thank Ms. 
Villanova and Ms. DiAmico-King for being such supportive 
advisors, and I would also like to thank Hafsa Ali, my fellow 
Editor-in-Chief who has always been there to help and guide me 
since I joined the LitMag family. Finally, I would like to thank 
all of the talented BCA students and faculty who have submitted 
their works for our editions. We could not have done any of this 
without your amazing submissions!! 

I hope you all enjoy this edition!

See you next year, 

Chloe Jung
Litmag Co-Editor-in-Chief
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Dear BCA and BCA LitMag,
What an amazing year this has been! After countless hours of 
work from our incredible staff and many outstanding works of art 
and literature created by BCA’s talented faculty and students, 
I am honored to present the final LitMag edition of the 2021-2022 
academic year: Outside!

After four years and 14 amazing editions, my time with LitMag 
has regrettably come to an end. When I joined LitMag in my 
freshman year as an editor, I instantly knew that working on a 
publication would be one of my most memorable experiences at 
BCA. My time as Editor-in-Chief has taught me so many things, 
from editing and design to communication and management. 
I am so proud of LitMag’s growth from approximately 2-3 
members during early fall of 2020 to nearly 50 members today, 
and I am confident that our current staff has the potential to take 
LitMag to another level.

I want to express my heartfelt gratitude and appreciation for 
Ms. Villanova and Ms. DiAmico-King whose compassion and 
guidance have allowed LitMag to prosper and grow. Their advice 
and support have been crucial in helping me to become a better 
leader. Thank you for everything!

To LitMag’s staff: It has truly been a pleasure to work with you 
over the last few years! LitMag’s success is a result of your efforts 
and I sincerely appreciate your contributions and support!

This is the one of the largest editions in LitMag history, and it 
would not have been possible without the tireless enthusiasm, 
incredible skill, and never-ending hard work of Esai Jacobson and 
Rori Stanford, LitMag’s Design and Publishing Directors.

Esai, your amazing artistic talents and creative drive have been 
monumental in elevating the quality of LitMag’s editions. Thank 
you so much for your diligence and good luck in college!

Rori, your beautiful artwork and dedication have brought 
wonderful changes to LitMag. I truly appreciate all that you have 
done and I hope that your efforts will take LitMag to even greater 
levels next year!

And last but not least, thank you to Chloe Jung, my fellow 
Editor-in-Chief. We couldn’t have made it this far without your 
coordination and creative ideas. I’ve truly enjoyed working with 
you for the last two years!

I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome Tai 
Nakamura, who has earned the position of Editor-in-Chief for 
the 2022-2023 year! After seeing Tai’s passion, enthusiasm, and 
diligent efforts during this year, I am confident that he will do a 
wonderful job in furthering LitMag’s success.

I will truly cherish my time at BCA and with LitMag! Here is to 
many more editions and much more creativity!

Best wishes,

Hafsa Ali
LitMag, Co-Editor-in-Chief

BCA AEDT ‘22
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i feel like i’m losing my grip on reality
my eyelids are weighted

not with hundred pound barbells
but with the tiniest grains of sand which grind away with each blink and 

build into pearls
once a blistering white now dense milky black stained ones full of

regrets
daydreams

sins
and my clouded thoughts

these pearls are the rarest of them all because they can only be contained 
by my sorrows

in a murky sea which blurs my vision my movement and my perception 
of time

there is no linearity or intention
minutes feel like

seconds
years

and months all at once
the bottom of the ocean is a truly isolated place

metaphor is no longer abstract for it bleeds into every fiber of this being
the waves of tears and exhaustion crash in my mind one moment and 

calm the next
both however awake me at three twenty in the morning to soak my back 

with the seafoam of my
despair

maybe my reality is bending to create a torturous punishment unique to 
breaking down my spirit

maybe it’s not a reality at all, less a hallucination of my deepest 
insecurities coming to a

corporeal forefront
completely honestly it has simply ripped the reins of my autonomy from 

my calloused hands

a sea
Nevaeh Galluccio
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Whose land I’ve stood I’ve yet inferred
lest it vigors venom spires.

I’ve anglepoised what once occurred
underneath these martian mires.

Through gripping homemade hourglass,
I’ve trekked through tranquil taverns.

And snipping light from sourgrass
sent me to the nightshade caverns.

I doubled back from stark horizon
by a mouth of earthly hollow,

though glint conflicted with my eyes, and
bestowed a path to follow.

Past leafy matte, with powder spore,
and hanging ferns of Babylon.

Though known to me was not much more
than a fragment hidden depths beyond:

Beyond the creek of a rocky fountain,
and torrented erodes.

Arcane beneath the blocky mountain:
The Colossus Of Nodes.

With left nestled a mushroom grove:
a pouch of transience treasured.

That next to it sat cryptic cove:
stored wisdom not yet measured.

The Colossus of Nodes
James Liu

Then, taking right, and doubled down,
again this glint returned.

Not doubting back nor looped around
for kerosene that burned.

And into haze, this coiled maze
gave way and dropped me under.

Then I was met with bony gaze
by the victims of the plunder.

The four, no–five! lay unalive
in the frameworks of their power.

Their legacy had not survived
the remnant after-hour.

Displaced and almost unattached:
this time of chivalry.

Lodged and rooted, rubble-scratched:
archaic cavalry.

In the cleft of crushed basalt
linked lyres, oxidized.

Spoiled under surface fault
stirred choir, fossilized.

Though known to me was not decay,
but a lapse in history.

Once artifact, tucked faraway,
hence doomed to mystery.

Those teachings became obsolete
when displayed with crown of thorns.

Those nodes, deluged with grey concrete
mean nothing now, but warns.
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 I think my saddest childhood memory is when my parents 
got divorced. I mean it's not like I was there when they signed the 
papers or anything, but I remember this one specific argument 
that I’m pretty sure started (or ended?) everything. Like I picture 
us on this huge giant staircase—it kind of looks like my dad’s old 
apartment in Elmwood Park, but I know it's not—and Mommy's on 
the right and Daddy’s below me, on the left, and I just remember 
screaming words and shouting and loud things are flying and I 
don't really know what's happening but I know it has something to 
do with socks. My socks. And it's probably, definitely, more than 
that, like daddy’s too disorganized, and he gave me mismatched 
socks, and he can't provide for me or something, but like all I 
remember is I’m wearing mismatched socks and mommy doesn't 
like it. I look down at my feet and there's probably like a neon 
green sock on my left foot and a pink and white striped one on 
my right, I don’t remember now, but I don't care. And I'm standing 
there, right there, in the middle of the two of them, and I'm crying 
and shouting like a little kid, but nobody's hearing me and I can 
tell nobody's listening and so I finally lost it and there was this 
one big final scream and all I said was, “I like my socks like this.” 
And so you would think the fighting would stop, they would look 
at their daughter and hug and kiss and say oh then it's alright, 
but no, it just got louder and I felt surrounded and trapped and 
like confined by this terrible, disgusting noise and I wanted to 
leave and I couldn't and no one thought to ask well how does Rori 
actually feel about her socks, no.

Socks
Rori Stanford

21

And so now, like, it’s really funny.
I never wear mismatched socks.
Like I always wear two of the exact
same
sock.
And if they're not the same,
I just won't wear socks.
I'll go barefoot.

Wonder where that came from.
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“Snowy Drive"
Jisae Son

23
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The dark shadows have left,

Prepare for the rest

Of awakening and rebirth.

With the emergence of sounds

Comes rain from gray clouds;

Touch the ground, life-bearing mist.

Before unheard, the birds

Engage in clear song,

A new generation is born.

Beware of the rose-growing thorns.

SPRING
Varshaa Venkitesh
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Andrew Rynd
Chairs of Darkness
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to the C[arbon]U[ranium]Te[llerium]Y[ttrium] in my chem class,

 i’ve always admired your beauty 
 and now, i have my ion you;
 they say opposites attract
 and now i know that’s true

 you are the proton to my electron
 the cation to my anion
 the Na+ to my Cl-
 your beauty eclipses my shyness

 just like a true chemist, you have all the solutions
 i remember the first time we made our first dilution
 while in the lab, i think of you periodically
 and all of the times we planned experiments methodically

 i long to be adenine just to be paired with U
 the first time i saw you, i already nu 
 we were an ideal match, on the same wavelength
 our chemical bond was always great in strength

the chemistry between us
Sanda Rakotobe-Joel

29

 if gravity ceased to exist, i would still fall for you
 whenever we talk, it feels as if it’s just us two
 when you’re in the lab, i could tell you’re in your element
 the way you agitate the solution looks so elegant

 you don’t need a chemist to see our strong bond
 i hope you don’t ignore me and i hope you respond
 i hope you can tell, i’m not very alkaline
 so, it would very much please me if you could Be my covalentine

    
   love,
     your Se[lenium]C[arbon]R[h]e[nium] T[itanium]     
____________________ admirer                                           
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F rozen
I n
L ighthearted
M emories,

F ragile and
I ntense yet
L ifeless and
M otionless,

F ilters of
I ndefinite time,
L ost
M emoirs

F rail from the 
I ntimate
L enses of
M orality,

Sophie Joung

Film
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F limsy pieces of instilled
I magination, perfectly captured, 
L imited yet abundant in
M ild emotion,

F aint but each
I ndividually
L ucid, revealing
M asked and hidden

F eelings of nostalgia
I ntertwined with glimpses of pain,
L onging for their return with not 
M uch more to gain.
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Eylul Oktay

Abyss of Love
As I fall through the abyss of mirrors,
Only your face stares back.
Only your set of moonlit eyes.
Only your beating heart.

I may never know if that heart is beating for me,
Or if it’s beating for anyone at all.
But I will forever know my heart beats for only one person.
Only for you.

Only for you does my heart burst from its cage.
Only for you does my heart’s pulsing vibrate the earth.
Only for you does my heart enthrall with beauty.
Only for you does my heart love and love and love.

I wish I could pull you from the mirror, 
And hold you close,
And love you more,
Than anything I have ever loved. 

But a wish greater than any,
As I love you from afar,
As I stare at you through the mirror,
Is that I wish you wished for the same.

33

Oh, how I ache with the greatest of pains.
To long you once more, though we are apart.
My desire to be loved runs through my veins.
The throb that pierces past my fragile heart.

I stare at the couples, clutching each one.
I feel myself shatter as I’m aloof.
I gaze at your face as I am undone.
I ponder your existence, finding proof,

That you were never fully genuine.
Most assuredly not one-of-a-kind.
You hoped that I’d be to your full design.
But my heart does not agree with my mind.

I still follow, like a naive young dove.
No matter what, I’m still too deep in love.

Hopelessly Devoted to You
Elena Gergis
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Hana Sapunxhiu
Petals in the Rain
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Hana Sapunxhiu
Blossoms in the Park
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Yarn Triptych

The Sun
it ended

Birds
needle where

Over the Rainbow
cornflower black

Tai Nakamura
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Lorien Cho
kac
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they say buttons are cute,
but i think they're ugly.
you sewed me together
so that you could love me
again. and i was too broken 
to care.
you patched me up; the emotion
was there in the songs
you sang me
that night. then dawn

came
and i was too damaged to fight.
so you spread me out in the light,
hung me to dry,
and then left me all right,
out of sight,
with the dusty 
thread, colored yarn:
wrapping me, wrinkling me,
squeezing me crippingly—

i
wish i could say
i realize now
something else
hurt on that day

an unrequited something
Rori Stanford

Her eyes
Her face is young but so rough.
Dry, textured skin,
A hint of color,
Only on the paths of tear-streaked cheeks.

Her eyes once glowed a deep chocolate brown,
But are now unpaved dirt roads,
Waiting to be dressed with cement.

Her eyes are tired.
The trail of purple running beneath them, 
A darker hue every time she stays up an extra hour,
Only to be disappointed in herself for not staying up an extra two.

Her eyes are sad.
They’ve cried far too many tears,
Seen far too many tragedies,
Woken up from far too many daydreams,

Her eyes tell a story.
So deep and so painful,
But every time she attempts to explain,
The dams give way to floods.

But deeper in her eyes,
With a closer look at the glass,
Only one thing is clear,
Her eyes are beautiful.

Eylul Oktay
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Why we should forsake sleep or 
something.

Muhammad El-Sherbiny

It is in times when  your sleep deprivation becomes obvious that 
you are the closest to the truth

So close that you could reach out and grab it with your own two 
hands, like a dream, fleeting and meaningful

Too disoriented to concentrate, we cannot perceive the true 
meaning of what we see

And when we arrive in the waking world, it’s all a haze

A truth forever shrouded in darkness

A revelation eternally clouded in shadow

When we forsake sleep we arise to an elevated level - one where 
we may be on to a fundamental truth

Indecipherable truth mixed within the gibberish

“It really begs the question”

How much of our lives have we slept away?

How many decades - how many libraries of knowledge have we 
forgotten from sleep deprivation alone?

Will I forget writing this one day?

Will you forget reading this?

Probably
Robert SymonsComic Book Super Hero Collages
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James Liu

Somewhere near a summer’s shore, 
of golden sands and olden sores,
a turtle’s spawn yonder the distance,
slumbers fertile with nod’s resistance.

Somewhere beyond our troposphere, 
off sight of mankind’s domineer,
the vulture combs the carrion:
strangled knots of Proletarian.

Somewhere unworthy of mean sea level,
murks an exile: a black sea devil,
that twizzles a gaslight of lambent lure,
and when discovered, a gambiteur.

Somewhere stabbed through cracking ice,
plows an armada, of whom, by attacking twice,
skins skull and bone with hakapik blade -
all in the name of commercial trade.

Somewhere linked to ancestral grounds,
with branches, bushes, and earthly mounds,
commonality orbits a sacred fire,
but in reality morbids a hatred higher.

Somewhere… 
Something…

And this hatred, I seldom can assert
until naught; I’m six feet under dirt.
With one query carved on granite grave,
if Nature would be our planet slave.

And somewhere… resolved with coiled dunes…
…in silence… salvage… and spoiled ruins…
the last grain was gained: Nature has nothing!
…Yet Man’s must remained… well, Something…

45
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Aleena Kuriakose

Llama
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Annie Li
Narcissist: Flowery Flowers
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yellow.
it’s been my favorite color since i was about six.
my dad used to call me sunny miss
Marg, because yellow was the color of happiness
the smile on my face
only a frown on the playground when i’d hang upside-down.

in elementary my mom would call me down 
for dinner, pausing my drawings with crayons of yellow.
after dinner was dessert, as chocolates stuffed my face,
numbered in six,
bringing me nothing but happiness.
oh childhood how i miss

you. i miss
when scrapes on my knees were the only thing to bring me down.
but my happiness
always quickly returned as i found some yellow
sunflowers for my friends; all six
displayed their joy with a smile on their face.

yellow (a sestina)
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acne broke out onto my face.
sit up straight. pay attention. listen to Miss.
grade six.
i felt a new feeling as my head hung down.
the sun began to fade, the yellow 
dulling. i found myself having to look for my happiness,

my yellow. my happiness
wasn’t something i could lose. i couldn’t show it in my face.
i had become everyone’s yellow,
their comfort. they would miss
my sun if i was down.
i had to keep a smile for them, for six

more years. i had to learn to cover for six 
hours a day. cover sadness with a mask of happiness,
comfort others if they felt down
on themselves, but hide my face 
if i felt the same. oh how i miss 
the yellow.

it’s been since i was six that i held a genuine smile on my face.
my happiness never true, now just a thing i miss.
and when i feel down i can only reflect, not feel, my yellow.

Maggie Schneider
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Galadriel Cho
Golden Days
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Tanni Sethi

Threads of Love

these threads of love,
tangled in your fingers
i can’t find a way to
untie the knot 

like a star you shine 
while i float in the clouds
waiting day by day 
for you to come and say 
what i’ve been waiting to hear

i’m so crazy 
tearing apart daisies
when i know the truth is
you’ll never come 

floating aimlessly, you’re the night
while i’m the day

you can read me like the back of your hand
but why don’t you understand 
just how i feel

these threads of love, 
tangled in your fingers.
show me the way to
untie the knot. 
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Split and sundered,
Streaked with charcoal,
We burn ourselves to ashes,
While our souls smolder in the sky.

Two wings of a phoenix obscure,
Dipping into the fire’s blaze,
Gold swirling with crimson tears,
Fading away to a bleak black.

Oh, how can we rise,
If the phoenix turns into ash.
Oh, how can we fly,
If the phoenix is on fire.

Caught in an inferno,
Not the slightest scent of smoke.
Burnt, charred, seared, and singed,
But alas, no aroma of ash.

Scars burn in the heat,
Sweat dripping down our wings,
Orange hues of mist and fire,
A sunrise in the morning,
A sunset before night.

Aleena Kuriakose

Phoenix on Fire Like the streaks of vesper,
We fly on fire,
Our breaths like vapor,
But still no scent of smoke.

Because we are a phoenix obscure,
Soaring while aflame
A soul that mingles with the wind,
Before turning into coal.

A self-embodied funeral,
Once orange and now black.
Ashes without flowers,
The unspoken death of a phoenix. 
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Erica Lee

First Flight
Erica Lee

First Flight
56 57
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I held the pearl bracelet in my hands,
Never worn but trapped in a desperate grasp, 
A grip so tight it bled, red.
But not even the iron cage of flesh I created
Could contain them,
Stop the flimsy string from snapping
And the beads of innocent light from spilling
Out from my guilty, dead hands and into the filthy drain.

Lost forever. 

The only proof of existence in the blood of my hands,
And the image bled into my mind
Of the pearls’ plummet into darkness.
Daedalus, tell me, how did it feel
To see your son plunge into the sea?
Did the drops of wax shine like pearls in the sun?
And did you too witness the drops drown
In the deathless void?

Had I held them a little tighter,
Bled for a little longer,
Had I been a little stronger,
Would the weight be a little lighter?

Gian Plata

Loss Forever
Maybe the iron cage did not contain them 
Because instead it contained me.
Because I am the blood that bleeds,
I am the pearl that plummets,
I am the string that snaps,
I am Icarus who plunged into the sea.

I am 
lost.

To lose is to feel loss,
And yet the feeling of loss is never lost.

Loss forever.

Erica Lee

First Flight
58
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rose photo but i don’t have access

Sanket Bhalotia
Not a Rose
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How I love the way you taste,
The way you feel,
How you intertwine with my blood.

I’d never take a day off,
But for you I’d take weeks,
Even months.

I’m signing the wife’s divorce papers,
We both knew the truth.
You’re the one I really love.

I wobble down the aisle,
With a bottle of you in my hand.
I’ll love you forever.
In sickness and in health,

Till death do us part.

Alcoholism
Victoria Gazda
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Trapped Firefly Aleena Kuriakose
3/25/2022

Flying under the summer sky,
Not too many stars,
Guess that’s why we were created:
Fireflies

Flying, light, fire,
Evening sunset slowly stained by night’s ink
And that’s when we come, the fireflies
Gliding, traces of bright blaze

And all of a sudden, air turns into G L A S S,
Gasping, confused, f lailing, THUD, flying, THUD, 
 where am i? what has happened? 
Flying, AH, light, THUD, fire —  no more. 

UPWARD the others buzz,
And upward I f ly, but THUD,
And crashing downward, a broken bulb
No more light.

Suffocating while the others f ly 
 with the b r e e z e
DOWNWARD the others command,
And upward I f ly, but THUD.
Crashing downward, fractured wings
No more f light.

Paralyzed and trapped,
please S A V E me, hear my unspoken cry
Once f r e e and unstoppable 
But lost fire in the blink of an eye.
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Seeing the first robin open its young, black beak,

Perched amid the budding red trees,

My eyes drooped down to the dry, pale grass,

sword-like blades pricking my bare feet.

I braced myself for the robin’s gleeful cry

But my heart skipped a beat

When struck with a melancholic chord.

Nothing more than a feeble murmur,

Lullabying the earth with its silent dirge. 

I met the robin’s egg-shaped eye,

Its small head tilted down in sincere surrender.

The wind’s majestic arrival only a slight breeze,

Gingerly swaying the budding cherry blossom trees.  

Swaying, swaying, swaying,

I rocked myself to the robin’s subtle croon.

Entangled in my mind’s lamenting vines,

I felt myself falling or flying 

to either the depths of slumber or death,

I did not know.

The Robin’s Hymn

No longer it seemed, was the robin grieving,

And no longer did the sun scorch the eternal ether,

Whose stars adorned the velvety blanket that was draped over. 

No longer was the ashen ground naked,

Where rose-colored petals coated the surface below.

Frolicking to and fro in the zephyr as Mother Nature sighed,

They glided down the ripened cherry blossom trees,

Whose corolla glistened in the silvery moonlight.

All silent but the crickets chirping nearby,

And his deep droning that strummed the strings of spring’s heart,

And the susurrus of the blue stream’s current,

Brimming with verdant lotuses on the verge of flowering.

His teardrop-shaped eyes shone, 

dancing in the gleam of the glowing moon.

And he hummed, his lush voice vibrating 

against the thick, rutted bark of the tree.

 

Aleena Kuriakose
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Nectar stained hands holding each other,

We dashed over to the sweet-scented river,

Daisies caressing our bare feet as we sail our sea. 

Two shadows faithfully trailing behind our racing souls,

The silhouettes of a dress billowing in the wind,

And a shirt slick with tree sap,

Carved perfectly in the silver luminescence. 

Our sticky palms skimmed across the stream,

Ruffling the lotus leaves,

And leaving me pleasantly stung by its icy coolness.

But his soothing voice warmed me once more as it

Whirred with the whirling wind, buzzed with the bees,

And purred against my ear,

As the euphoric birds soared to his melody.

Alas, I see a bold robin,

shrouded by the bright cherry blossoms,

opening its black beak.

And whose tragic melody I heard last,

of the robin’s or his,

or perhaps of my own, caught in the middle of my throat,

I could not decipher. 

Gasping, my eyes flutter open,

Blinded by the sunlight.

Straightening myself, I see that the robin had not moved,

Until the robin flew to the stream.

The robin rested on a lotus flower, 

Stroking its frail petals.

And as the meek creature opened its young black beak,

I opened my own.

Together we sang a melancholic melody,

Almost like his gentle humming in the moonlight.

But this time spreading our wings in the burning sun,

Ripe and blossoming like the cherry blossom trees.  
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Beast Becomes Beauty

The beast is trapped, pounding against my stone walls, 
It rages and shakes my iron bars that formed long ago.
It writhes in agonizing despair, echoing its grieving call,
It crawls up my ceiling, dangling in sorrow. 

The beast tries to escape as I scream,
It tries to evade through my nostril’s flares.
But the beast haunts my hollow dreams, 
And confined within, it becomes my nightmare.

At times I shake with frustration, 
and the beast is thrown around,
Like a ping-pong ball bouncing off the wall.
It rattles against my ceiling, lights flickering before breaking down,
And I often ponder what would happen if darkness truly floods the 
hall.

Though the beast is contained, it can never be tamed,  
It whispers the advent of death and it roars for understanding,
Its ghastly whispers slither inside me like sly snakes.
Its desperate roar deafens all but the clock ticking, time               
demanding. 

I try to steady my hand despite the imprisoned beast inside me, 
But I tremble as I grasp the paintbrush, unsure of what color to 
choose. 
And I stare at the blank canvas, begging to be free from its          
colorless monotony,
Yet I do not know what color to select from the palette of countless 
hues.
 

Which color, which color? Red? Blue? What is my color?  
The beast pounds the floor, clawing at my walls.
It urges for the paintbrush to paint, echoing its holler,
Yellow? Green? Which one will cause the beast’s fall?
 
We cry, unable to find the fitting shade, an inexplicable restraint,
Tears shed for an unmarked canvas, kindling a tormentuous     
feeling.
Tears shed for a paintbrush, its fine bristles lacking paint, 
Burning out together in this meaningless fight to unearth       
meaning.

Suddenly, I could take it no longer, 
I drop the palette and throw the paintbrush away. 
The beast goes wild, seething in hunger,  
And I, too, feel a splurge of insanity, disarray. 

As my tension spills like fountain ink, I am no longer afraid, 
The corners of my mouth turn into a manic smile. 
And hence I take gallons of paint of varying shades,
And I fling them on the canvas, indifferent toward artistic style.

I do not care, throwing, flinging, pressing my palms against the 
canvas,
Until there is no more paint left and the canvas is drenched.
I step back to observe the wonderful work of my madness,
Finally the beast’s whispers, its roars, have been silenced.

The paint is still dripping from the canvas, still wet and alive,
The canvas’ stains, the rainbow before me unruly. 
I wait for the beast to attack the destined color but it never arrives,
For the beast that once purred inside at last became beauty.

Aleena Kuriakose
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Shades of Regret 
How can eyes that were so familiar,
Suddenly turn so distant and so cold.
Eyes that once glazed over,
Now fogged by a mist.

An unspoken silence between us,
For things that could never have been,
And for things that never will,
Though our eyes lock and narrate another tale.

My dreams and my hallucinations
Now pass in front of me,
Could not have been this stranger,
Who glides by without a glance.

Two foreigners who had met by accident,
Speaking the same language of pain,
And bearing unbearable treachery,

Two colors in a world that happened to be black and white 
Thought we were sunsets and colors of the sky,
But we don’t even mix on the canvas.

Dried brushes and watery paint,
Slipping off, only blotches and blemishes,
Staining ourselves with the shades of regret.

Aleena Kuriakose

Naive
I always thought that our friendship
Was going to be history
Where its legacy 
Would last forever and some parts would be unknown 
Because there’d need to be an infinite number of scrolls
To record everything. 
But apparently,
Ink was already dry 
But my head was always up so I kept on writing
Trying to capture everything about us so —
Thousands of pages stained
with my heart, blood, and soul.
And it was all for nothing,
Because the ink was dried out from the very beginning.
And nothing had to be written for it to be understood
That — I was very naive.
Thinking we were friends when I was just proficient
in invisible ink.

Aleena Kuriakose
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Permanently Pin-Pricked

I watched as my mother precisely pressed a silver pin into the soft 
velvety cushion 
and I observed how it delicately punctured the smooth material.
She sat cross-legged in our tiny sewing closet and gently guided cloth 
through the machine in a never ending loop.
She was careful to remove each pin in anticipation of the piercing   
needle before placing it directly into the cushion’s surface.

I watched her methodically sew stitch after stitch and place pin after 
pin into the cushion.
I found beauty in the monotony, the simplicity made sense to me.
Once she was finished, I offered to remove the pins from the cushion, 
But to my surprise I found that each pin left no mark.

There were no scars or ruptures,
There was no evidence of damage.

She had poked the velvet again and again, 
defacing the soft material
And yet no harm was done.

I examined the cushion, and begged for its secrets 
But it stayed silent.
After a while I retreated in defeat and a frown sprawled across my 
face.
It was foolish to ask for a gift so difficult to come by.

Greta Jennings
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Comfort

 Do you remember the last time that you had the incred-

ible feeling where all you have to worry about is the present? 

At that moment, you aren’t thinking about anything other than 

exactly that: the moment. You may not even be happy; you could 

be feeling a mix of a hundred different emotions. Maybe you’re 

on a rollercoaster, looking at the horizon before the big drop, or 

maybe you’re simply sitting alone watching the rain fall down a 

windowsill. If you’re able to say that you have experienced being 

completely worry-free, you’re lucky. Most people haven’t had such 

a pleasure, and many never will. That feeling is known as comfort, 

and it’s a pretty rare feeling.

 The thing with understanding personal comfort is that 

it’s a never-ending cycle. No matter how happy you may be, or if 

you feel that all your problems have been solved, there is always 

going to be something weighing you down. To a lot of people,                

the realization of that one weight is one of the worst feelings in 

the world. It feels like you’re swimming to the surface of the ocean, 

Natalia Howard

and, just as you’re reaching it, you slowly feel yourself being 

pulled down again. And all of a sudden, you are just right back 

where you began, and you have to start swimming again. 

 As you probably know, all humans respond differently 

to different scenarios. As a result, different feelings and events 

make some feel more comforted than others. With that said, there 

are certain circumstances where something is made for people to 

feel a relatively similar sentiment. This is often known as the idea 

of conveying emotions through art. Take music as an example.         

Although different people prefer certain styles of music over 

others, there are basic music genres that allow people to 

differentiate between styles of the music and the emotions that 

are related. Some songs are made to lift up people’s spirits while 

other songs make people tear up. That is why people love music 

so much: no matter what the style of the song is, it takes you away 

from the worries of life for a period of time, providing an 

emotional experience, positively or negatively. With that said, 

many people consider all types of music a comfort because it 

makes them less stressed, even if it does evoke emotional 
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memories. However, music is not necessarily a long-term, 

beneficial solution for most personal struggles.

 If people were to be asked what makes them feel the most 

comforted, I’m sure that they would all think about either a 

moment in their lives, or a memory, in which they felt the best 

they’d ever felt. But that’s the problem. Everyone always thinks 

that the current highlight of their life will always be the best. Or if 

they don’t, they probably presume they will have the best moment 

of their life when they’re older and have more experiences. The 

truth is that there is no such thing as the best moment in your life. 

That’s because every moment that you ever experience, will always 

have some type of weight pulling you down to the bottom of the 

ocean, which always leaves room for a better one. But to you, it 

feels like the best experience ever.

 When you recall a memory, you remember the event and 

your overall feeling of living through that event, but you are never 

going to be able to recall every single thought that went through 

your head. So, no matter how happy you remember being, I can 

assure you that not every single event that happened then made 

you feel as amazing as you remember it. And the only thing that 

made it better was time. Time changes everything. Your best 

memories become better, and often your worst memories become 

worse. 

 That’s exactly what I believe comfort is. I believe comfort 

has to do with your perspective and expectation of happiness 

changing with time. Often, most people feel most comfortable 

when they believe their happiness is increasing over time, because 

they believe that things are only getting better and better. However, 

time can also lead to discomfort, if you believe your happiness 

is not improving. Then again, knowing that you’re not as happy 

as you were also leads to change, which can help you improve 

yourself.  And as I said before, it really is all just a never-ending 

cycle that continues with time. So to me, the thing that brings me 

the most comfort is time passing, and being able to continue to 

change my life as it passes.
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Sunset in Vermont
Jisae Son
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Beautiful

I stand in the middle of a verdant field and I cannot 
recall how I arrived there.                          
But the fog in my mind is quickly cleared away by the 
sight of flowers that adorn the landscape. 
I am overcome by the unfading tint of the pansies.
Vivid violets and yellows are imprinted on my mind’s 
eye like indelible ink.
The lilies tango with the breeze of late spring and 
their alluring red dresses sway with vigor.    
The pallor of my skin is exaggerated by their          
brilliance and I am gaunt in their midst.

White clouds stretch over the expanse of the sky 
like fine gauze
and the heavens are as blue as a cornflower      
sapphire held under sunlight. 
The delicate, stained-glass wings of a butterfly 
flutter past me, and
in the distance, I see the faded charcoal sketch of 
rolling hills.                                                  
I stand in the middle of a masterful work of art 
that neither the paintbrush of Van Gogh nor the 
pastel of Monet could replicate.

NightmareAmanda Han
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I am at peace while I observe this vast panorama; a 
view that nothing but nature could offer.
But something strange sends a chill within me and 
I am no longer at ease.
Something foreign has interrupted my solitude 
and I do not know what.                    
The heavens above swirl with dizzying colors and 
the ground below trembles.
I am struck by a familiar feeling of dread as my 
vision grows dim. 
And then Eden turns to dust.

Even before the darkness around me clears away, I know 
where I am.
I open my eyes and the new scene before me is drab and 
monotonous.        
From the window I see smog clouding the gray city and I 
hear the angry shouts of protesters.
I already miss the pleasant feeling of soft, green turf 
beneath my feet.
I miss hearing the ancient cantata of the songbird and 
her accompanists of rustling leaves.
My memory of the serene yet vibrant garden slowly    
withers away and I sink further into despair.
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What is the purpose of a dream,    
                    
if not to fool you into believing a temporary illusion 
of happiness?
A dream is a mere facade, a mirage in a parched 
desert.
A dream is something so real, yet so ethereal, 
like being left alone and unsupervised in an endless       
paradise, but only in your mind.
A dream is a magician who builds a perfect, Elysian 
world with empty holograms.       

A dream is a mystery, a time lock that traps you 
in the utopia of your mind,
lets the seconds run out, and then frees you into 
the cold world of reality to fend for yourself.
If only it would last longer.
A dream is a drug, a cruel elixir that gives you 
only a taste of euphoria
before leaving you to starve and yearn for more 
and more.

If only it was stronger.
A dream is the Sun that melted the wings of Icarus
and threw him back down to the ground because he 
wished to fly too high.
A dream is a paradisiacal prison that you long to 
escape, yet never leave at the same time.
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A dream is a strange paradox that cannot be        
understood nor explained.        
Indeed, there is only one way to describe this enigma:
A sweet dream is nothing but a beautiful nightmare.
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Spilled wine from the heart stains the pearly white carpet
A stain shaped like a heart
A bloody heart, its insides seeping out, as a result of 
your own enjoyment.

The crimson-red stain on display in our living room
Serves as a reminder of the imbalance in effort and trust,
In our humble abode which you abandoned for 
your own enjoyment.

Almost as if it were all scripted,
And a camera will reveal itself from a room
That same room you leave every night for
your own enjoyment.

Why is the writer so cruel?
Giving my abuser a happy ending.
There’s nothing about 
my own enjoyment.

It’s only a poem
It’s only a poem
It’s only a poem
It’s only a poem

The writer wants.

There’s a 
MESS 

in the Living

Christina Tashji
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standing on the brink of static
a fish slowly dying on linoleum tiles
for quick convenience
it drinks lemon juice out of a packet
stale and somewhat sour.

            if the fish had legs it would run away.

in worlds parallel, the fish is bones
jointed on a plate, pulled apart
like flesh, as muscle, at the seams of
its body, cartilage seams, scaled– the night sky, the milky moon:
still/fully, its distant eye.

consumption is fuel for running.

the cat chases the fish thru water.
neither consciously knows swimming, and most of all not the 
jellyfish.

       in all our parallels, each universe is in 
constant motion, flux within itself.

Modern Eden/ Track Beyond 
the Cinder-Path

in another parallel, the fish is running in the hackensack river
next to route highway gasping gray, leaping out
from sparkling water, blue mirror, unsure horizon, butterflied 
drops of sweat,
as we run under the bridge of the highway, human, wind wailing
impossible, impossible, us gasping, almost, and on the walls of the 
bridge,
crass graffiti, tags of names that hold no meaning,
declarations and denouncations, ideas fading in red, listening to 
watermusic
(II) and tasting hydration, sweet, clear, the fish just out of reach, 
we run a little faster,
towards an identifiable point in the distance, set by our invisible 
minds,
the sun hidden in the distance, and its golden edges framed by 
smoky clouds, our minds,
silk woven from water, pumping our legs-arms-lungs, screaming 
our cartilage, cartilage nerves,
as we run away from our own mirrors, from distant converging 
parallels, and from
worlds.

Ji Echo Qiu
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Untitled Document

the student’s canvas
open, blank, free

nothing but opportunities
oh, what will the student type?

the possibilities are endless
some notes, a story, a poem,

the document could be anything at all.

this could be the start of an incredible piece of art
but right now, it is nothing.

just a blank page, with 11pt arial font
no paragraphs, default margins
blank. but with infinite potential

so let us wait.
the infinite potential of this page

is still just potential
oh! they have started typing

and a new world is born

Patrick Bunal
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Lauren You
Garden
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Esai Jacobson
Got Game?
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